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Abstract:
“What do the people think?” is an important factor that is needed to be considered during the decision making process.
Hence analysing the sentiments of the people are more important. Sentiment analysis is particular to a topic. I.e.,
classifiers can perform well only on a particular topic. If the topic differs classifiers may not be able to perform well.
This is considered to be a major drawback in the case of sentiment analysis on social network data. Social network data
are varied and this increases the complexity on classification of data. An universal labelling of data are more complex on
the other hand. Sentiment classification of data aims at analysing and classifying the various diversified data to
determine whether the data falls under positive, negative or neutral category. Sentiment analysis mainly deals with
determining the polarity and the classification of emotions. Classification involves the process of splitting up the data
into text and non-text features. Further the algorithms are used to classify the data. Classification involves in two process
i.e., Polarity classification and emotion classification. Finally, a visualization graph is drawn to visualize the
classification.
Keywords: Social media, sentiment classification, svm, naive Bayes.
1.Introduction: Sentiment analysis is the process of analysing the opinions , feelings and attitude of the speaker about a
particular product, topic, task, organization etc. Hence, it is known as opinion mining. The growing social media has
attracted the people to post their emotions, feelings and suggestions as comments. The opinions of the people not only
depicts the emotions but also have business values. But, it is an complex to find out the overall opinion and suggestions
of the people. To classify their opinion, we need sentiment classification system which would drastically reduce the work
of the human and would classify huge number of social network data.
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Social network data are varied. But sentiment classifiers always concerns on a particular subject or a topic. Classifier
which perform well in one domain may not work well in the other. This drawback is mainly due to the different language
constructs and their usage. For e.g.in a product review, play game comment is treated to be of negative value, while the
same comment is treated as a positive comment in the game review. In social media, people use different opinions and
suggestions on different topics and domains. Hence, a topic based classification is much needed to classify the data.
Social network data: social networking sites has become a part of everyone’s life. People post their feelings and opinion
in social media. Social media act as a platform which allows exhibiting the opinions of the people. Opinions of the
people in social media are considered to be the social network data. Each of social network data are of economic ,
political and business value. These social network data may also reflect the opinion of people in general. Sentiment
classification is performed on the social network data.
Diagrammatic representation of Sentiment Analysis on twitter data
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Fig.1.Sentiment Analysis on Twitter.
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2. Three Different Classes of Sentiment Analysis
Sentiments can be classified into three different classes .i.e. positive, negative and neutral sentiments.
a. Positive Sentiments: These are the good (noble) words about the product in concern. If the positive sentiments are
increased, it is denoted as good. In case of product reviews, if the positive reviews about the product are more when
compared to the negative reviews, then we can conclude it is bought by many customers.
b. Negative Sentiments:
These are the bad (immoral) words about the product in consideration. If the negative sentiments are increased, it is
rejected from the preference list. In case of product reviews, if the negative reviews more than the positive review on a
project, then we can conclude no one is intending to buy it.
c. Neutral Sentiments: These are neither good nor bad words about the product. Hence it is neither preferred nor
ignored.
3. Three Levels of Sentiment classification:
There are three different levels of sentiment classification. i.e. word level, phrase level and document level sentiment
classification.
a. Word Level Classification:
This level of classification is carried out on the basis of the words that indicate the sentiment about the target. The word
maybe noun, adjective or adverb. word level classification gives more accurate classified sentiments.
b. Phrase Level Classification:
This level of classification falls in good as well as bad category. The phrase signifying the attitude is found out from the
sentence and the classification is done. But then it sometimes gives incorrect results if a negative word is added in front
of the phrase. The phrase denotes the combination of two or more words that are not closely related to each other.
c. Document Level Classification:
In this level of classification, single document is considered about the prejudiced text. A single evaluation about the
single subject from the document is considered. Then at times it is not useful in the case of blogs and forums as a
customers might
compare one product with the another product which has similar features. Yet again the document may consist of the
unrelated sentences which don’t look like an opinion about the product.
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4. Challenges in sentiment analysis
Sentiment related words and terms are of more significance. But the problem with the words and phrases are more
complex to resolve i.e, sentiment lexicons are important but they do not provide the information that are needed for
sentiment analysis and classification directly.
 In most of the times, the positive and the negative words have different orientations. For e.g, the word war is a
negative word but at the same time, in the sentence “world war should be stopped” it denotes positive features.
 At some cases, the sentence containing the sentiment words fails to express the emotion of the sentiment. For.eg
“why I am not happy?”. Here the sentiment word happy fails to express the own emotion.
 Sarcastic sentences always tend to be difficult for the sentiment classification.
 Some sentences may either contain the sentiment words or not. At such cases,it’s difficult to handle the sentiment
of the sentence.
5. Literature survey
Twitter Sentiment Analysis: The Good the Bad and the OMG:
This paper deals with the investigations on the usage of the linguistics words that express the sentiments of the tweets in
the twitter. This paper have estimated the already existing lexical resources as well as the features that are used to capture
the information about the innovative and informal language in the, micro-blogs. To solve this problem, supervised
learning method is introduced but influences the existing hash tags in twitter data.
Interpreting the Public Sentiment Variations on Twitter:
Twitter sentiment analysis is an important research area for academic as well as business fields for decision making like
for the seller to decide if the product should be produced in a large quantity as per the buyers feedback and for the
students to decide if the study material to be
referred or not. in this work, Shulong Tan et al. have proposed LDA based two models to interpret the sentiment
variations on twitter i.e.-LDA to distill out the foreground topics and RCB-LDA to find out the reasons why public
entiments have been changed for the target.
Sentiment analysis of twitter data:
This paper was published in 2012. It introduced the machine learning technique to implement the sentiment analysis on
data. Sentiment classification of data classified the data as positive, negative and neutral. They used two kinds of models:
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tree kernel and feature based kernel model. Both the models leave behind the unigram baselines. They performed the
feature analysis for the feature based approach that reveals the important significance which combine the polarity and
parts-of-speech tags.
6. Sentiment classification on social data
In our proposed system, we perform sentiment classification on twitter data to classify the data into three categories.


Positive



Negative and



Neutral

6.1 About twitter
Twitter is a popular social networking site and micro blogging service which allows the user to express their opinions
and feeling through their posts, which are commonly known as Tweets. Tweets are very small messages which have a
limit bound of 140 characters.
Due to this limitation, people use acronyms, emoticons, short words to express their feeling.
Following are the some of the terminologies that used in tweets
Target:
Twitter users uses the symbol “@” to refer the target user or micro blogger that will automatically alert the target user.
Emoticons: Emoticons are the pictorial representations of the feeling that are used to convey the feeling of the user
quickly.
Hash tags: Hash tags are usually used to mark up the important topics. Hah tags increase the visibility of their tweets.
6.2 sentiment classification:
Word level and document level classification may also produce inaccurate results. Sometimes it is insufficient in many
applications. Hence, we need to understand the sentiments of the tweets based on analysing the appropriate sentiment of
the opinion.
For e.g., “yes…. I love # dark chocolates” .In this tweet, # dark chocolate is the entity, love is the sentiment. The opinion
on this general aspect is positive.
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Overall design of the sentiment analysis

Fig .2. overall architecture of the process.
6.3 Sentiment analysis process:
Data extraction: twitter contains huge amount of data. Therefore, we need to extract the tweets on a particular topic
from the twitter API.
Data pre-processing: This technique involves the cleaning of data by removing the punctuations, stem words, spell
correction etc.
Applying classification algorithms: classifications algorithms are applied to categorize the tweets based on the polarity
and emotion of the tweets.
Visualization: the result of the sentiment classification is represented in the graphs.
Data Collection
Data cleaning
Data exploratory analysis
Visualization

Fig.3. modules of sentiment analysis.
7. Implementation of the sentiment analysis:
7.1 Data extraction: Social network data are extracted from the social networking sites such as twitter. To extract a data
from twitter, one must have an account in twitter. To access twitter data, we need to create an application on the
developer site. Keys which are generated during the application creation are then used to extract tweets in R.
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Fig.4 Twitter login page.

Fig .5 application creation.

Fig.6 application settings which has the credentials.
7.2 Data pre-processing: Extracted tweets may also contain the noisy data. Those noisy data are needed to be preprocessed. pre-processing techniques involves the removal of


blank spaces,
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@ people ,



punctuations, ,



integers,



numeric characters and



Duplicate tweets.

Other pre-processing activities include:
 Converting to lower/upper case: in order to simply the process, we need to convert the whole text into upper/lower
case for the easy processing of the data.
 Removing URL: hyperlinks in tweets do not play much role in classification so they need to be removed.
 Removing newline character: these character indicate the newline represented by “\n”, hence they are to be
removed.

Fig.7 pre-processed dataset about swatch bharat.
7.3 Sentiment classification: Sentiment classification involves the classification of polarity and emotions of the data.
Sentiment package is downloaded from the repository for the classification of tweets.
7.3.1 Polarity classification:


Polarity classification is classifying and categorizing a data under either positive, negative or neutral.



SVM algorithm is used to classify the polarity of the tweets.
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7.3.2 Emotion classification:


Emotion classification involves the classification of the type of the emotion exhibited in the tweet. Emotions
includes joy, anger, frustration, anticipation, surprise, happy, fear and sad.



Naïve Bayes algorithm is used to classify the emotion of the tweets.

7.4 Visualization of the data:


In R studio, ggplot2 package was installed for plotting the graph.
 Polarity graph was generated.
 Emotions graph was generated.



word cloud package was installed for the visualization of word cloud.
 word cloud was then generated.

Fig.8 polarity classification on swatch bharath

Fig.9.Emotion classification on swatch bharath data.
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Fig 10. Word cloud.
8. Future enhancements: Further this paper can be extended with classifying the data along with the emoticons.
Emoticon data can also reflect the opinion of the people. Classification of social network data along with the emoticon is
a huge and complex task which is in research.
9.Conclusion:This paper provides a clear understanding of the sentiment analysis on social network data. Sentiment
analysis has been a topic of research for years. Survey which are done in the field shows the evolution of research in the
topic. Sentiment classification is a complex task which needs lots of research and analysis to predict the exact the output.
Our paper has successfully analysed and classified the social network data. Limitations and enhancements in the paper
will be done in the future work.
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